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Summary 
Field association terms (FATs) dictionary concept was studied 
and tested for English. All algorithms were developed 
considering the English rules. power link algorithm presented a 
new rules to improve the quality of field association terms 
(FATs) dictionary in English. This method is independent of the 
Language then it can be applied to any language. Arabic 
language has many differences from the English language so it 
needs special techniques for preprocessing before applying the 
power link algorithm. In this paper depending on available FATs 
dictionary in English a multilingual FATs dictionary in English 
and Arabic is presented. The results showed that the precession 
and recall for the Arabic dictionary were less than the English 
one. Recall and precision for the Arabic FATs dictionary were 
87.7% and 83.6%. In our simulation the power link algorithm 
increased average precision for the Arabic FATs were by 18.6%. 
Also the complete dynamic system to build a multi lingual FATs 
dictionary was built and tested. 
Key words: 
FATs, Co-word Analysis, Power Link, Concentration Ratio,  
Precision. 

1. Introduction 

Field association terms (FATs) are the terms that indicate 
each subject matter category in the classification scheme 
[10]. Field means a basic and common knowledge that can 
be used in human communication [9] and [16]. 
A document field can be ranked as: a super-field, a sub-
field or terminal field. FATs are grouped according to how 
well they indicate specific fields. FATs have different rank 
to associate with document fields, so five field precision 
levels can be used to classify FATs according to document 
fields [3]. 
Fuketa et al. (2000) presented an early field understanding 
method using FATs. Rules had been defined and an 
efficient method of determining compound FATs had been 
presented [7].  
Elmarhomy et al. (2006) present two criteria: deleting 
unnecessary terms with low frequencies, and deleting 
unnecessary terms using category information [6].Uddin et 
al. (2007) present a method for improvement of building 
FATs dictionary using passage retrieval They proposed a 
new approach for extracting FATs using passage (portions 
of a document text) technique rather than extracting them 
from the whole documents [17]. 
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All these previous methods depend on the absolute 
frequency of the individual terms or the position of the 
term inside the documents.  
Using the absolute frequency means that the frequency of 
a term will reflect the length of the documents rather than 
the weights of terms. Also depending on the frequency 
only, as a tool to decide the fields of the terms, wastes 
valuable information that can be derived from the co-
occurrence relations between terms. [14].` 
Co-word analysis considers the dynamics of science as a 
result of actor strategies. Changes in the content of a 
subject area are the combined effect of a large number of 
individual strategies. This technique should allow us in 
principle to identity the actors and explain the global 
dynamic [5]. 
Based on co-word analysis, Rokaya & Atlam (2009) 
presented a modification of the rules used to determine the 
FAts level. The new rule depends on concept of links [15]. 
In this new rule, they presented the power link Algorithm 
to calculate the power of link between terms as well as  
power of a link between terms and fields.  
The algorithm depends on building a base FATs dictionary, 
then the algorithm uses this base FATs dictionary to 
produce a modified FATs dictionary that has a better 
recall and precision. The system continues in a loop till a 
certain termination condition is met.  
In this paper pre-prepared FATs dictionary in English will 
be translated into Arabic.  
The intersection between the translated and an extracted 
list of Arabic candidates will be considered as the base 
dictionary to produce a dynamic FATs dictionary in 
Arabic. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the 
basic definitions and concepts used in the FATs literature. 
Section 3 presents Arabic language and preprocessing 
methods, computing algorithm for producing a multi 
lingual Field Association terms dictionary is presented in 
section 4 . Section 5 presents the details of the 
experiments and system evaluation. Section 6 analysis the 
achieved results. 

2. Field Association terms. 
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It is natural for people to identify the field of document 
when they notice specific words. These specific words are 
referred as Field Association Terms (FATs); specifically, 
they are words that allow us to recognize intuitively a field 
of text or field –coherent passage. Therefore, FATs can be 
used to identify the field of a passage, and can be also 
used to classify different fields among passages. For these 
reasons FATs can be used as a clue to identify a passage 
field. FATs can be either words or phrases [17]. This 
section presents the concepts and common notion that are 
used in the literature of FATs like "concentration value", 
"field", "subfield" etc. 
Field association terms (FATs) are the words that indicate 
each subject matter category in the classification scheme 
[10]. 
A minimum term , or a word,  is defined as one which 
cannot be further divided without losing its semantic 
meaning, as a single FAT. Compound FAT are defined to 
consist of two or more single FAT. Both terms are 
expressed by enclosing them within quotation mark. A 
compound FAT is regarded as being single if it loses its 
field information when divided. Compound FATs (e.g. 
 global worming”) are“ الدفء العالمي Hizb Allah” or ”حزب اهللا
considered to be simple FATs because document field 
information is easily lost when those compound terms are 
divided. So, proper nouns (e.g. قناة الجزيرة ”Aljazera TV”, 

اد القاهرةأوليمبي  “Cairo Olympic” and ساحل العاج “Ivory 
Coast”) are considered to be simple FATs. Personal names 
(e.g.  أحمد زويل “Ahmed Zweel” and نجيب محفوظ “Nagib 
Mahfoz”) are considered to be simple FATs, but proper 
noun containing a title (e.g. اتهالمدرب حسن شح  “Coach 
Hassan Shehata” ) are divided into two single terms: 
 (Hassan Shehata) ’’حسن شحاته‘‘ and (coach) ’’المدرب‘‘
which belong to the same document field Soccer, but are 
on different levels. FAT could be a word (e.g., "هدف" : 
goal), a phrase (e.g., " حرب و السالمال " war and peace) or 
right truncated word (e.g., "ظهير" Back ), which represents 
that matches the letters to the FAT of the colon [2]. 
Field means a basic and common knowledge that can be 
used in human communication. And for convenience; 
hierarchical fields are categorized as Sub-Fields and 
Super-Fields [9] and [16]. Therefore, "ظهير"  (back) can 
relate to sub-field Soccer of super-field SPORTS and 

"ظهير"  (back) may be classified SPORTS/Soccer. 
Selecting useful FATs requires consideration of 
relationships between simple and compound FATs and 
field classification [16].  

3. Arabic language 

Arabic and other Semitic languages, in general, present a 
somewhat idiosyncratic morphology. What sets these 
languages aside is the predominantly nonlinear or non-
concatenation character of their word structure. Unlike in 

English or French where they are appended one after the 
other, morphemes in Arabic are typically intertwined with 
each other in a way that blurs morpheme boundaries.  
For example, while the English words writer and written 
are more or less easily analyzable into a discrete base, 
presumably the verb write, immediately followed by a 
suffix (-er and -en, respectively), their Arabic counterparts 
kaatib and maktuub resist such a linear analysis [8].   
Many algorithms had been developed to solve the problem 
of finding all approximate pattern of a given string. Seller 
(1980) presented the approximate search algorithm which 
relies on dynamic programming [13].  
Alnajem (2005) presented an algorithm that considers the 
Arabic syllabic and use it to handle variation in Arabic 
orthography. The main disadvantage of this algorithm is 
that the algorithm covers only a small part of the Arabic 
rules, namly the Arabic rules that covers verb-initial 
glottal stop and verb final glides [1]. 
In this paper an algorithm that relies on Soundex 
algorithm handle spelling errors in Arabic. 
The algorithm suggested two coding systems of the words. 
The first coding depend on homo-phonology and the other 
coding system depends on the similarity in letters shape. 
This algorithm was developed to handle miss-spellings in 
the Arabic language, the practical results showed that this 
algorithms has high accuracy. This algorithm will be 
considered to filter both corps and FATs candidates from 
speling wrongs. 
Filtering stop list words and stop list phrases: Stop-list 
terms are referred to as noise words. These words are 
those that do not contribute to the meaning of a sentence 
or a document, yet they help in forming a proper sentence 
[12]. These terms like ‘where’, ’when’, ‘numbers’, ‘it’, 
‘ever’, etc. Stop list words are determined according to 
predefined lists.  
Similarly to stop-list terms, stop-list phrases are sentences 
that occur within a document, yet they do not contribute to 
the meaning of the document. For example, a document 
may contain the phrase “Ladies and Gentlemen” , yet it 
tells nothing about Ladies or Gentlemen. Stop-list phrases 
are detected by comparing the first word of the phrase 
with a certain set of words that holds the starting words of 
commonly used stop-list phrases. If a matching word is 
detected, then the rest of the phrase is compared with a set 
of stop-list phrases that begin with the same word [11]. 
Parts of speech analysis: In this step we determine whether 
a given term is a noun or a verb, whether a noun is in its 
singular form or plural form, whether a verb is in its past, 
present or future tense, and whether pronouns are attached 
to a word. Furthermore we determine the category of the 
noun which it is a name of human, animal, location, plant 
or other things.  
Mansour et al. (2008) presented a method to determine 
whether a given Arabic word is a noun or a verb. In this 
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paper this approach will be adopted to determine whether 
a given term is a noun or a verb since the approach is 
designed for Arabic language and it achieves a good 
precision and recall scores[11]. 

4. Algorithm for building Arabic FATs 
dictionary 

Rokaya & Atlam presented a modification of the rules 
used to determine the FATs. These new rules depend on 
concept of links [15]. They presented a new rule to 
calculate the power of link between terms and new rules to 
measure the power of a link between terms and fields. 
Based on these new concepts, they presented a new 
algorithm to decide the fields of FATs. The algorithm 
depend on building a base FATs dictionary, then the 
algorithm uses this FATs dictionary to produce a modified 
FATs dictionary that has a better recall and precision. The 
system continues in a loop till a certain termination 
condition is met. The results that they got reflect a slight 
improvement in precision [14]. 
In what follows we will use this algorithm to build a FATs 
in Arabic.  
To be able to deal with Arabic texts. Figure 1 illustrates 
the steps of this algorithm. We can summarize these steps 
as follows: 
• An English FATs will be translated using a machine 

translation into Arabic. 
• The resulting candidates will be filtered through the 

filtering steps (spelling wrongs filter, stop list words 
filter and parts of speech filtering) 

• The FATs candidate will be extracted from the Arabic 
corps and both of the corps and the extracted 
candidates will go through the three filtering processes. 

• The intersection between the translated candidates and 
the extracted FATs candidates will be calculated and it 
will represent the base FATs core of the FATs 
algorithm based on links. The remaining parts out of 
the intersection from the two sets, translated and 
extracted candidates will be the candidate inputs beside 
the Arabic corps to the power link algorithm. 

• The power link algorithm will produce a refined FATs 
dictionary in Arabic. 

5. Evaluation experiments 

In this paper the scope of a field in [2], [3] and [4] is used.  
In this experiments, the collection of the data sample 
relied on the data sample that was used in [14] will be 
used to represent the English corps. For the Arabic corps, 
A corps with size 40.03 megabyte and 1953 documents of 
data was extracted; about 90345 candidate terms were 

extracted. Data was collected using search engine to 
extract the candidate terms and the candidate documents. 
Only text from documents was retrieved. This corps was 
chosen to be distributed over 16 sub-fields and fields. A 
folder for each sub-field was established and the 
documents for this sub-field are stored in that folder. 
The greatest number of terms came from the field 
<Sports>, 41397 terms, and the smallest number of terms 
came from the subfield <Skiing>, 9867 terms. 

Fig. 1: Steps to get FA terms Dictionary in Arabic 

In the experiments of this paper, the resulting FATs 
dictionary in English in the work of Rokaya and Atlam 
(2009) was used as the dictionary that was translated into 
Arabic . 
For purpose of symmetry, data  in the same 16 subfields 
collected under the condition that only Arabic documents 
will be retrieved. The steps of filtering spelling wrongs 
and stop-words cancelling as well as the mapping each 
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term to its category (verb or noun) were performed for 
both the extracted corps as well as the translated 
candidates.  
The power link algorithm was applied to the refined data. 
For example, among 18 random sample of terms the 
system failed to map 5 terms to their right fields. Namely, 
the system mapped the terms "الديمقراطية" (Democracy) , 
"إتحاد" ,(Goal keeper) "حارس مرمى" ,(Double) "ثنائية"  
(Association) and "مآأس العال"  (World cup) to the subfields 
<Constitution>, <baseball>, <Soccer>, <Tennis> and 
<Soccer> respectively, whereas the right fields should be 
<Policy>, <Ball-games>, <Sports>, <Sports> and 
<Sports> respectively. We note that the system mapped 
the terms to subfields of the right field. 
For example, the system mapped the terms "الديمقراطية" to 
the subfield <Constitution> instead of its super-field 
<Policy>. This means that, in this random example, the 
system has efficiency 100% to map the terms while the 
efficiency decreased when the system tried to map the 
terms to their correct sub-fields. We conclude from that 
our system has a high efficiency to map the terms till level 
3. But in levels 1 and 2 the system will begin to produce 
some wrongs[14]. 
Rokay & Atlam (2009) implemented the power link 
algorithm as follows: experiments were run using values 
for  and  equal 0.001 [14]. Atlam et al. (2003) showed 
that the best threshold, for of concentration values, is 0.9 
[3]. So they used this threshold as a fixed threshold for the 
concentration values in all loops. In the first trial of the 
system they noticed that the system stopped after the first 
loop, when they checked the value of , they found that 

. This means that the termination condition was 
hold, but this gives no sense so they cancelled the 
termination condition related to the recall value 

 and kept the termination condition related to 
the precision value  [14]. 
In the experiments of this paper the values for and  
(0.001) and the concentration value ,( 0.9) will be used 

6. Results 

Figure 2 shows number of extracted FATs and number of 
relevant FATs in each loop. The system was stopped after 
the ninth loop. In Figure 2, the number of extracted FATs 
decreases with increase of the number of loops and the 
number of extracted FATs which are relevant FATs 
decreases also. But the rate of decreasing the number of 
extracted FATs which are relevant is slower than the rate 
of decreasing the number of extracted FATs.  

 values increase with increase in number of loops.  at 
first loop is ,  represents the precision of the 
base FATs Arabic dictionary after applying a pure version 

of [3] to decide the precision levels for the FATs Arabic 
dictionary that, the candidates here represents the union of 
the translated candidates from the English corps and the 
extracted candidates from the Arabic corps. The resulting 
precision value, 0.65, seems to be low. This may 
explained as a result of the used tools for the filtering 
processes. This shows that these methods may need to be 
extensively reviwed.  

 

 

Fig. 2 Relevant and extracted FATs with increasing number of loops for 
FATs dictionary in Arabic 

This leads to the fact that the precision increases and the 
recall decreases with increase of the number of loops. This 
result agrees what Rokaya & Atlam (2009) got in their 
work with the difference that the number of loops is 
increased [14]. 
Despite the results of Rokaya and Atlam (2009) we notice 
that. In Figure 3, increasing the number of loops causes a 
significant change in R but the decrease in R values is 
slower than the increasing in P values. 
As shown before the base FATs dictionary was 
established to be the intersection between the translated 
FATs candidates and the extracted FATs candidates from 
the Arabic corps. We notice that a significant increasing in 
the precision value after the first loop, the precision 
increased by 8%. During the successive loops the rate of 
increasing in precision values is decreased but it comes to 
another relatively significant increasing in 5th and 6th 
loops. Then the rate of change in P becomes slower till we 
reach the ninth loop where the termination condition was 
hold ( ). 
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Fig. 3 Recall and Precision with increasing number of loops for FATs 
dictionary in English 

7. Conclousion 

In this paper we presented a method to produce a 
multilingual FATs dictionary. We built FATs dictionary in 
Arabic based on a new algorithm. This algorithm is 
independent of the language except in the preprocessing 
and filtering steps which are inherently depended on the 
languages. We generalized application of the power link 
algorithm to be applied to other languages. The results of 
recall and precision showed that the system was able to 
improve the precision values. The precision achieved 
using the traditional algorithm was 0.65, after the 9th loop 
the precision becomes 0.84. Hence the system succeeded 
to improve the precision values by 18.6%. 2. Tables, 
Figures and Equations 
In the case that you would like to paragraph your 
manuscript, please make use of the specified style 
“paragraph” from the drop-down menu of style categories  
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